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Abstract

Business ethics is crucial to corporates’ subsistence and development. Many corporates have considered ethical factors on their operation strategies. This paper is to judge Takata actions in the exploding airbags events whether ethical or not by Deontology as the ethical theory. Takata’s actions are analyzed mainly whether these conform to three principles of the Categorical Imperatives and detail their business operating issues. We conclude that Takata’s actions are not ethical since they isolate theories of duty. In order to operate ethnically, corporations could design a better reporting system in the specific industry and reinforce the responsible law to be held responsible to individuals.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to identify the fraud of Takata in the exploding airbags events and make a judgement on whether their actions are ethical or not. The findings indicate that companies should operate ethically and be responsible for their own actions. In this paper, there are five sections. Firstly, the background of Takata airbags event is introduced briefly and the research issues that whether Takata’s actions are ethical and to what extent Takata should be blamed will be pointed out. Secondly, this paper summarises Deontology as the applied ethical theory and Kant’s opinions on ethics of duty and explains three principles of the Categorical Imperatives. Then, the paper builds on the analyses of the above specific issues by theories of duty, the Categorical Imperatives and concludes that the actions of Takata are not ethical. Furthermore, this paper provides the implications for business practice. On the one hand, employees in companies should positively report bad actions. On the other hand, relevant de-
partments could set up a better reporting system and reinforce laws about investigating and affixing the personal responsibility for bad actions. In conclusion, Takata should be responsible for their unethical actions and be blamed largely in this event. In addition, companies could use proposed recommendations to standardise their behaviours to be ethical.

2. Background

Takata was a Japanese auto parts supplier and one of the largest auto airbag manufacturers in the world. However, their airbag has defect and is not safe. In fact, there were a few complaints about safety issues of Takata airbags in 2000, but they were ignored [1]. In addition, Takata considered that airbags exploding apparently was not a widespread problem in 2004 [2]. Then, the recall of vehicles linked with defect airbags was started in 2008 in the United States of America. Moreover, the events of Takata airbag fatalities has been revealed constantly and focused on by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration since 2009. Up to now, there are at least 16 deaths and 180 injuries due to Takata airbags bombing and it has resulted in more than 40 million vehicles recall between dozens of vehicle brands which was the largest auto recall in history [3]. On May 18, 2015, Takata admitted that there were security risks in their airbag but refused to release the problem detail about airbag defect. Nevertheless, according to investigations, Takata was indicated that it had controlled data of inflators' testing, removed bad data and provided inaccurate data to regulators [4]. On February 27, 2017, Takata pleaded guilty in an American court to fraud and would pay 1 billion dollars settlement which could be as compensation to auto brands and victims of Takata airbags event [3]. Takata has been heavily in debt. On June 26, 2017, a bankruptcy petition for Takata was filed [5]. Furthermore, some brands and governments continue recalling autos with Takata airbags in the world. Takata is still a representative of danger in auto industry to this day.

In summary, this case is described mainly around actions of Takata. The case includes Takata and its stakeholders and has been happening for a long time. According to this case, the paper addresses the following two significant issues. Are the actions of Takata ethical? Should Takata be largely to blame for the airbag fatalities?

3. Explanation

Deontology as the ethical theory will be applied in this paper. Deontology, also called Ethics of Duty, is one of Non-consequentialist theories. It indicates that people must act in compliance with some ethical principles or rules rather than considering consequences whether good or not [6]. Duty plays a significant role in the standard of determining ethical behaviours. For example, when benefits belong to desires and good will is one of standards, if people act only because they can get benefits but not good will, they could not be regarded as ethical. In addition, it is different from other ethical theories on some aspects such as re-
cognising intent, acting distinction, positive or negative duty, perfect or imperfect and recognition of different degrees of blame and praise.

There are many philosophers who have made their contributions to Deontology, and Immanuel Kant is one of representatives. He proposed rationalistic ethics of duty and claimed ethics are based on not desires, but rational will [7]. Kant also presented the Categorical Imperatives including three principles which can determine what the duty is. Firstly, people should act according to maxim, and also it will become a universal law. Secondly, whoever should not treat anyone only as tools, but consider that they are rational in themselves. Thirdly, all rational actions might be the universal nature law, and people should not only act according to right laws, but also treat themselves freely accepted by each rational being [8]. It also can be said that when one person would like to be treated by a rational way, he should treat others in the same rational way.

4. Analysis and Evaluation

The actions of Takata in this case could be identified and evaluated by Deontology. If Takata is considered as being ethical, it should comply with the Categorical Imperatives of Deontology. On the aspect of the “universality” rule, Takata as a supplier needs to provide safe and qualified airbags to auto brands to make vehicles. If each manufacturer produces safe and qualified auto parts, the probability of deaths and injuries due to auto parts will be approximately nil. On the aspect of “human dignity” rule, Takata producing airbags not only is to satisfy its own desire such as making more profits for themselves, but also can ensure other auto brands and customers without loss in auto area. For example, auto brands can sell high quality vehicles and customers can enjoy great vehicle services. In this way, others could accept Takata’s actions. On the aspect of “publicity” rule, to produce safe and qualified items must be a standard of production for each company.

However, actually Takata did not act this way. Firstly, Takata was investigated on the fact that it controlled the data test and removed bad data to make reports of products look like qualified [9]. Secondly, Takata described that the defects occurred in the specific event which was not a wide problem, and then tried to announce that they have improved them and ensure safe and quality of products. However, the deaths and injuries still occurred due to defects. In fact, the internal file of Takata indicated engineers have been recording problems about airbags [1]. Thirdly, management of Takata was not aware of the harm of producing poor airbags and agreed it [10]. They might only concentrate to earn benefits from the auto airbag business. As a result, there is the fraud from Takata towards other brands and customers.

The above three aspects of actions violate the Categorical Imperatives. On the one hand, “universality” rule and “publicity” rule are not met. Takata’s actions must be not accepted by other brands and customers so it is impossible to become a public standard. On the other hand, “human dignity” rule is not met.
Takata only thought about its own benefits, and treated others through the fraud which Takata hid the truth of defects. This means they are not honest, and information are often not accurate. This behaviour could damage others’ benefits. Therefore, the actions of Takata are not ethical and it should be blamed.

There is another issue about who should be largely to blame for the airbag fatalities. Due to above analysis, Takata’s actions are the main reasons resulting the bad event, so it should be largely to blame for the airbag fatalities. In addition, relevant departments and other auto brands such as Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Subaru and Mitsubishi also should be blamed for the event. To some extent, brands are victims because they need to spend extra money and time recalling the decent vehicles by themselves even though Takata compensates some of them [3]. However, these brands and relevant departments also ignored the problems when it just happened in 2000. In 2008, the decent airbag recall has started but there are eight-year differences between this and the first complaint [3]. On these aspects, they might not always use goodwill to be the motivation of solving problems, because if they always used goodwill, these brands and departments would focus on each possible problem and solve them until obtaining reliable safety reports or early recalling.

5. Implications for Business Practice

Vadastreanu, Maier and Maier claim that through following business ethics and deontology, people and companies could achieve success [11]. It might mean if Takata complied with Deontology, it would operate successfully rather than going bankrupt. There are several methods for ethical operation of a business. On the one hand, employees who know the bad actions of Takata should be honest and report the true results. This action is ethical because they may tell the truth and not consider these consequences whether good or bad. However, when they tell the truth, the benefit of business might be decreased, and employees might lose their own jobs. In fact, some employees who know the truth do not dare to tell. Thus, relevant departments and industry can set up a better reporting system and the information cannot be taken by managements who earn inappropriate profits [9]. By this means, employees’ fame and live can be protected and they will be more positive to reveal bad things. On the other hand, relevant departments could reinforce laws about investigating and affixing the personal responsibility for bad actions of companies. By this way, the strict rule as Categorical Imperatives will be set up, and both managements and employees should conform to this.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper makes two main contributions. On the one hand, Deontology is a basic ethical theory in business and one of the standards to judge whether a business operating ethically or not. This paper evaluates Takata’s actions do not meet the ethical standards in Deontology, so they did not op-
erate ethically. Furthermore, Takata should be mostly blamed for this case. On the other hand, there are recommendations for ethical business practices based on Deontology. Each person should obey three principles of Categorical Imperatives. They could institute a “Whistle Blowing Policy” to encourage people to speak up and protect them at the same time from retaliations. One is to design a better reporting system in the specific industry. Another one is to reinforce the responsible law to be held responsible to individuals.

Although the bankruptcy of Takata is coming, the event of Takata gives a warning to other auto manufacturers. They should focus on the inspection of airbag products and might have stricter standards to produce and test items. Fraud is a behaviour against Deontology. If companies act in this way, they will be revealed and blamed in the end. Therefore, Deontology is significant for the ethical business operating.
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